
Island of Hoy Development Trust Meeting Minutes 

       GABLE END                            8 PM 08.11.2011 

Meeting Called By Terry Thomson 

Type Of Meeting Monthly Board 

List Of  Board 
Members 

C Lock, , T Champagne Lindsay Hall   
John Challoner Debbie Jaques Keith Dobney 

NON BOARD   Jayne Traynor  Brian Clegg  

APOLOGIES  J Hardcastle  M Collop 

Topics   
 
5 MIN MINUTES OF LAST MEETING CAROL 

Summary Of 
Discussion 

The minutes of last meeting were approved with the following changes 
Elaine butcher to Batchelor. Curry to Currie 
 

Conclusions 
Acceptance of the minutes was proposed by  Keith Dobney  and 
seconded by John Challoner 
 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

10 MIN BLF  KEITH10 MIN  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Keith and John gave an update on the work so fare explained the 
garaging for the community bus which would incorporate an office for 
the trust.   
A meeting with the sub committee of the YM had been set up to discuss 
a partnership agreement for the community café and hairdressing.   
Keith also suggested that we have an open meeting prior to the bid 
being submitted to tell the community what we are doing.  
 

Conclusions 
The board was happy with the work so far. The sub group will continue 
to refine the projects and prepare the application for David Knight.   
 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Plan and arrange next stages Sub Committee 06.12.2011 

5 MIN MEMORIAL    

Summary Of 
Discussion 

John C stated that although noticed had been placed on the island no-
one had come forward with tenders and asked there was money to 
place an advert in the local paper.  As the tenders were to give an idea 
of prices it was decided that we would get one quote. This would allows 
us to complete funding applications and once monies had been found 
we would go to a tender process.  

Terry explained there was going to be a remembrance service at the 
memorial and there would be a big service in May.  

Conclusions 
 Curries bros would be ask to quote for the work needed to complete 
the memorial site  
 We will get as much work as possible done on the sight for May 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Get quote from Currie bros John C 06.12.2011 



20 MIN  WIND TURBINE  BRIAN /MAX  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Brian explained that the lease payment has now been brought into play 
and the payment for the lease of the land from the trust had now been 
paid. Brian also gave an update of what the turbine had achieved so far 
week 1 was 100 mega watts hours week 2 80.. The optimum is 200.  
He also explained that due to the site of our wind turbine we are about 
10% down on the performance of other island turbine. There is nothing 
we can do regarding this but the difference is notable. All directors 
should understand this difference as income performance will be 
substantial less than some of the others.   
The Germans had completed work at the site and now 300 hrs of 

testing and snagging will take place. Brian Anderson will do this for all 
islands. Ofgem made a snap announcement this week with regard to 
the feed in tariffs and we need to complete before the 12.12.2011 to 
still be eligible for the higher tariff. We are in the final stages of this.  
Brian has produced a leaflet for the community about where we are 
with the turbine and all directors were asked to comment. When 
finalized this will be sent to every household on the island.  
Brian asked if he could have a table and chairs of some sort and 
Lindsay is providing one.  
Brain gave an update on PMSS and the Melsetter turbine and where 
they are up to.  
Terry stated that he had had a visit for Mr. Dougherty who had asked 
could a compromise be reached on his turbines. Terry stated that he 
had told him that he could not negotiate.   
 

 A discussion took place regarding the turbine party.  

Conclusions 

With regard to Mr. Dougherty and his request, the board stated that it 
is not a matter of compromise. There is an industry standard for wake 
effect compensation and if this is met then there would not be grounds 
to object to his turbine application.  
 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

   

5 MIN ALLOCATION OF TURBINE FUNDS JAYNE/CAROL  

Summary Of 

Discussion 

Following the work done so far on the policy for allocation of funds 
Jayne and Carol had prepared questions that the board needed to 
answer before any further work could be done.  These were discussed 

and agreed by the board. 
 
 

Conclusions 

1.  The name of the arms length committee would be PIC Project 
Initiative Committee.  

2. Optimum number of members of the PIC will be 10 with 5 
people sitting at each panel. This allows a full panel of 5 in case 
of illness or conflict of interest. Lindsay asked if these people 
were to be paid and it was decided to leave this decision until a 
later date. 

3. Grant sizes will be as follows Small- up to £3000 Medium- up to 
£10,000and must be accompanied by a project plan. Large- over 
£10,000 and must have a full business plan. 

4. The PIC will assess the projects and then recommend the 

successful projects to the trust for grant payments.  



5. The amount of money available will be announced Yearly at the 
AGM and monies will be allocated on a fist come first served 
basis providing the projects pass the criteria laid down.  

Jayne and Carol will continue work on the documentation for 

submission for board approval when completed 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Complete paperwork for grants  Jane /Carol None set  

10 MIN NEWLETTTER DEBS  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Debs explained that she was hopeful that the Newsletter would be 
ready by early December but would definitely be ready for the Turbine 
Party in the New Year. She was working with Brain for the profile and 
hoping that we would get contributions from many islanders.  
Debs explained that she saw the paper not just as a Development Trust 
Newsletter but as an island News paper produced by the development 
trust. 

Conclusions 
The board agreed that it should be an island newspaper and would be a 
good medium in which to keep people informed of trust activities 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Prepare newspaper  Debs Non Set 

10 MIN SUB COMMITTEE  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

No other sub committee business 

Conclusions  

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

   

 CORRESSPONDENCE   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Terry said he had been contact by someone from the council about the 
wind turbine wanting some figures. He said he explained that he did 
not have accurate figures but gave them what he had. When asked 
which department he was not sure, but said he had told them to 
contact Brain Max or Lindsay.  

Conclusions 
As no-one had contact any member of HEL we could only wait until 
someone did to solve the mystery.  
 

 AOB   

Summary Of 
Discussion 

Brain gave an explanation of the windmill that were being planned by 
Robertson’s on Fara The noise effect would be tremendous and the 
turbines would be seen from the Scottish mainland they are so big.  
The Biggest impacts would be on heritage , visual and noise.    
 

Tom asked if Elaine could have some forks trowels etc for mending 
paths in HOY and a hut to keep things in. Lindsay said he could supply 
a hut and would get prices fro the other equipment. Carol stated that 
at the present time we have no monies in the fund until some grant 
payments come in and suggested that as the work is being done on 
RSPB and Hoy Trust Land we ask them to help out.  
 

 



Conclusions 
 The board decided to monitor the progress at Fara  and make 
decisions later 
 

Action Items Person Responsible Deadline 

Provide hut and get equipment prices  Lindsay 08.12.2011 

Ask Hoy trust for donation Carol 08.12.2011 

 

 DATE OF NEXT MEETING  

Summary Of 
Discussion 

 Meeting was set for 6th  December  at the Gable End at 8pm     

 MEETING CLOSED  

Time Meeting Closed at  10.15pm 

 
 
Extra event  
 
As the members were about to disperse and Terry said that he had just 
received a letter of resignation from Tom.  
No explanation was given to the board as to why he had resigned nor was the 
content of the letter read out  
Terry said he was shocked and asked what should be done. Lindsay said do 
not accept it.  
Tom then said you will then have to remove me from the board on the 
grounds of non attendance at the next three meetings.  
At  this point the meeting dispersed 
 
 
Written By Carol Lock – Minute Secretary                  Proposed by  
Seconded by                                                    Chair  

 


